Let 21, ÍB be finite-dimensional C*-algebras with automorphisms a, ß, respectively.
1 < , < n, n G Z+) is an algebra, and the Arveson-Josephson algebra 2l(_\T, 0) is the norm closure in B(L2(X, ft)) of this set of operators. The pairs (Xi,</>i) and (X<2,<t>2) are said to be conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism ip:X2 -► Xi such that <f>i o ip = th o (f>2. The principal aim of [1] was to show, under certain conditions, that the algebras 2l(Xi,0i) and 2l(J_2,4>i) are isomorphic if and only if the pairs (Xi,<pi), (X2,<fo) are conjugate.
In [8] it was shown that the Arveson-Josephson algebras can be considered as an example of a larger class of algebras called semicrossed products. Given a C*algebra 21 and an endomorphism a of 21, the semicrossed product Z+ xa 21 is an operator algebra which can be defined by a universal mapping property. This definition of the semicrossed product is analogous to that of the crossed product and will be discussed below. If 21 -Cq(X), where X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, a(f) = f o <f>, f G Cq(X) and <j> a self-homeomorphism of X (satisfying [1, conditions l.l(i), (ii) and (iii)]), then 2t(X,</)) = Z+ xa C0(X). Thus, the question of Arveson and Josephson, as to whether the isomorphism of the algebras 2l(Xi,</>i), 2l(X2,02) implies the conjugacy of the pairs (Xi,<pi), (X2,(p2), can be placed in the more general setting of semicrossed products. In this paper we show that if 21 and 93 are finite-dimensional C*-algebras with automorphisms a and ß, respectively, then the semicrossed products Z+ xQ 21 and Z+ x^ 03 are isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism tp : 21 -» 53, and a unitary U G *B, such that ß o t¡) = (Ad U)t¡) o q. This result emerges from a detailed analysis of the Banach algebras Z+ xa 21 and the strong structure space of such algebras, where 21 is a finite-dimensional C*-algebra. The analogous result for C*-crossed products fails. It is possible for Z xa 21, Z Xß 23 to be isomorphic without 21, 03 being isomorphic.
We begin with a discussion of representation theory for semicrossed products and then restrict our attention to semicrossed products of finite-dimensional C*algebras.
II. Representations
of semicrossed products. Let a be an automorphism of a C*-algebra 21 (all C*-algebras will be assumed separable).
Recall [7] that the Banach algebra Z1(Z,21,q) consists of functions F:Z -> 21 such that ||F||i = Enezll^WII < °°> and multiplication (FG)(m) = £"eZ F(n)an(G(m -n)), F,G G ll(Z, 21, a). Also, /1(Z, 21, a) has an involution given by F*{n) = an(F (-n)*).
The C*-crossed product, Z xQ 21, is then defined as the C*-enveloping algebra of the involutive Banach algebra ^(Z,^, a). However, if we ignore the involution in Z1(Z,21,q), the crossed product Z xQ 21 can be realized as the enveloping Banach algebra with respect to the class of contractive Observe that, if 21 is unital, there is a one-to-one correspondence between contractive representations of /1(Z+, 21, a) and contractive covariant representations of (21, a) given by n ^ (T,p) if and only if p(x) = U(80 ® x), and T = U(6i ® 1). (If 21 is nonunital, T can be obtained by passing to the multiplier algebra.) Note that p is a contractive representation of 21, hence a '-representation.
If n corresponds to (T, p), we will write II = Txp. Then
Obviously, contractive representations of .1(Z+,2l,a) can be extended to representations of the enveloping algebra Z+ xQ 21. We will not make a notational distinction between representations of Z1(Z+, 21, a) and those of Z+ xQ 21. 11.3. PROPOSITION. Let CI be the class of all isometric covariant representations of (21, a). If F G Z+ xQ a, then \\F\\= sup \\(V x p)(F)\\.
(V,p)eci PROOF. Since CI is a subclass of the class of all contractive covariant representations, the right-hand side is clearly less than or equal to the left-hand side. To complete the proof, it is enough to show that any contractive covariant representation (T, p) of (21, a) can be dilated to an isometric covariant representation.
Thus, let (T,p) be a contractive covariant representation of (21, a) on a Hilbert space M, and let V be the minimal isometric dilation of T, as in [6] , on the Hilbert space H2(U) consisting of sequences ( In what follows, the space of all maximal modular ideals in a Banach algebra, endowed with the hull-kernel topology, will be called the strong structure space [9] . We omit the proof of the following LEMMA. Let a be a Banach algebra, with a = 0¿=1 a¿, r < oo, where a¿ is a Banach algebra i = 1,2,..., r. Then the strong structure space of a is the disjoint union of the strong structure spaces of the a¿. Therefore, U1ÖV1 -D\{0} which implies that D\{0} is disconnected in the Rudin topology. But this topology is coarser than the Euclidean topology on D\{0}. So the above contradicts the fact that D\{0} is connected in the Euclidean topology. Hence M is connected. III. 14. COROLLARY. Let a be a finite-dimensional C-algebra, a G Aut(a). Then Z+ xa a is strongly semisimple. III.151. EXAMPLE. Isomorphism of C*-crossed products Z+ xQ a, and Z x^ 03 does not imply that a and 23 are isomorphic. Take a = C2, and a G Aut(a), ol(zi,Z2) = (z2,zi). 03 = AÍ2(C), ß the identity automorphism; then both Zxa2l and Z Xß 03 are isomorphic to C(T) ® M2(C).
